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All five designs in
the series are
inspired by Imabari’
s history, nature
and climate. The
abundant color
variation ranges
from trendy to
stylish.
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Wave (l): The staggered verticalhorizontal leno weave recreates the
image of a wave. Flash (r): The diagonal
leno weave expresses light, sparks and
stimulation. (13,650 yen each)

● Enquiries: Oriza Kobo, 55 Onibarako, Tamagawa-cho, Imabari, Ehime 794-0117 http://ito.oriza.jp
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Flash 13,650 yen
Size: approx. 34 cm x 190 cm (incl. fringe)
Color: Grey
Material: 100％ silk
Weave: Diagonal leno weave
2 011 November
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